®

Engineered and
Manufactured in the USA!

Simple operation

Solid surface design eliminating
failure prone buttons and
moisture entry points

Functions accessed in
only a very few steps

Better comfort and stability

Stainless steel
headbands allow you
to adjust grip of
headset

Lane status in real time

No mechanical buttons

No button penetrations

Built in help screens for
each menu

SpeedThru®:
•Durable
•Simple operation
•Crystal clear sound
•All day wearing comfort
•Lower total cost of ownership
Dual view bi-color status light

Impressive temperature and
chemical resistance for superior
strength and resistance to
grease/oils and more

Integrated boom- eliminates
common failure point

7 Full size adjustment
positions for comfort

Superior strength and fit
Evenly distribute weight on ear

Power on indicator button

Contoured battery
housing vertically
and horizontally

Noise canceling microphone
Longest battery life. Up to 2
shifts per charge!

www.wentworthtechnology.com

877.495.1634

www.speedthruheadsets.com

®

Because in your
business...
fast wins.
Helping your customers
“speed through” your
drive-thru!
SpeedThru® Drive-Thru Systems:
•Crystal clear two-way communications both at the order point as well as in the restaurant.
•Acoustic echo cancellation, noise reduction, and full-duplex technologies.
•Four key issues solved: background noise, echo, system noise, and artificial sounding voices.
•Withstand vigorous abuse and intense environments.
•Superior durability and reliability: most robust on the market today.
•Simplest system to run: Setting up and using is hassle free! So you can focus on what is important, running your
business.
•Lowest total cost of ownership: Intial purchase, industry’s most comprehensive warranty including favorable
headset replacement, and integrated durability and reliability features which reduce lifetime repair costs.
“We have found that the SpeedThru® drive-thru headset system provides us
better sound quality both in and outside the restaurant than we were getting from
our previous system. In the past, we had a lot of problems with noise coming
from car engines in the drive-thru. The SpeedThru®system has eliminated these
problems and has clarified the inbound and outbound sound. Additionally, we
used to get a lot of annoying wind noise coming through the speaker post and
SpeedThru® has taken care of that as well. We have found SpeedThru® to be
trouble free!”
Jeff Hamm, Operations Manager
Rottinghaus Co. Inc. d.b.a. SUBWAY®

www.wentworthtechnology.com

877.495.1634

Warranty Details:
1) “Advance Replacement Program” including next day service.
2) Two years on headsets & base station- including many
components not covered by the competition!
3) One year on batteries & battery charger.

www.speedthruheadsets.com

